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MCREA Mission
Morgan County REA,
a member-owned
cooperative, is dedicated
to serving our members
by providing safe, reliable
energy with a strong
tradition and vision for
the future.

This institution is an equal
opportunity provider and employer.

YOUR CO-OP NEWS

United Power Cannot
Stick Us with Its Bill
BY DAVID FRICK

U

GENER AL MANAGER

pstanding consumer-members
of electric cooperatives would be
mortified if part of their monthly
power bills were sent to their neighbors to
be paid. In eastern Colorado’s farming and
ranching communities, it’s not cliché to say
that neighbors help neighbors, but it’s safe
to say we are proud to responsibly pay our
own way.
That’s why consumers of electric cooperatives in eastern Colorado and across the
West may be surprised to learn that their
electricity bills could rise because of the
actions of United Power.
United Power and 41 other not-forprofit utility members of cooperative
power supplier Tri-State Generation and
Transmission Association voluntarily
signed power supply contracts, agreeing
to share the costs of delivering electricity
into their distribution systems. We agreed
to share Tri-State’s costs for building and
maintaining the transmission system,
power plants and everything else required
to deliver us reliable power. In 2007, we,
along with United Power and all but two of
our fellow members, elected, voluntarily, to
extend our wholesale power contracts with
Tri-State for an additional 10 years, all the
way to 2050. Now United Power wants out
of the contract it signed decades early, and it
wants out at the expense of other members.
In the past several years, United Power
has been starting fights, in every venue
it can find, to terminate its power supply
contract with Tri-State at such a low cost
that electric rates would rise for all the other
utility members of Tri-State, including
Morgan County Rural Electric Association.
While United Power claims it wants a strong
Tri-State, it’s working to weaken Tri-State,
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and this affects our consumers.
Morgan County REA’s and United
Power’s service territories share a border
in eastern Colorado, and the consumers
we each serve are neighbors. For example,
United Power’s consumers in Keenesburg
are just up the road from our co-op’s
consumers in Roggen, and the farmers
and ranchers that both cooperatives serve
operate side-by-side. Some are consumers
of both utilities.
If United Power were successful in
terminating its power supply contract at
such a low cost, this would harm other
Tri-State members, whose consumers will
see their power costs rise as they pay for the
costs that United Power consumers will no
longer pay.
We think that’s wrong, and I suspect
many of our neighbors who are United
Power’s consumers would agree. They may
likely be embarrassed if their neighbors’
electricity costs rose because of their own
electric cooperative’s actions.
Tri-State serves its members with reliable, affordable and responsible power,
including reducing wholesale power rates
and increasing clean energy, even as other
utilities in the region raise rates.
What is essential to know is that
Tri-State’s members are working together
to address United Power’s concerns by
creating options to allow members to
self-supply more power or even terminate their contracts early, if they make
the remaining members whole. This is an
issue among Tri-State’s members and not,
as United Power would have you believe,
an issue between it and Tri-State. As we all
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work together, we want to make sure that
if a fellow member terminates the longterm contract it signed, that action doesn’t
cause other members’ rates to increase. This
is also an important issue for the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, Tri-State’s
rate regulator, to consider as it examines
the importance of power supply contracts
— the financial backbone allowing wholesale cooperative suppliers like Tri-State to
finance, build and operate their generation
and transmission systems for their members.
In a recent article published in The
Denver Post, United Power characterizes
their concerns with a banal analogy to the
Eagles’ “Hotel California,” where you can
check in but never leave. The reality is that
its goal is to check out of their hotel room
early and stick the other guests with their
bill. Instead, the consumer-members of
United Power should take a close look at
their cooperative’s actions and ask them to
work with their fellow members to reach a
solution to their needs that doesn’t raise the
power costs of their neighbors.

November 2021

Energy Efficiency
Tip of the Month
One of the best ways you
can save energy and stay
comfortable this winter
is to caulk and weatherstrip areas that typically
need sealing. Start by
sealing around windows
and doors. Seal plumbing,
ducting and areas where
electrical wiring comes
through walls, floors and
ceilings for additional
energy savings.
Source: energy.gov
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A LOOK AT MCREA PAYMENT OPTIONS

B

ills. We all have them, whether we like it or not. Nonetheless, each month we
write the checks, make the payments and most likely forget about them until next
month. Bills are such a monotonous constant in our lives that we rarely take the
time to step back and reevaluate how we go about paying them.
Morgan County REA makes a special effort to offer its consumer-members multiple
ways to pay their monthly power bills each month. (Erin Rix acct. #xxx9200) MCREA
understands that each of its consumer-members may have a different preference and
tries to cater to those needs as best as possible.
MCREA payments can always be mailed to or dropped off at our headquarters in Fort
Morgan. Because our service territory encompasses such a large area, MCREA payments
can also be dropped off at three other locations. These include Bank of Colorado in
Brush, High Plains Bank in Wiggins and TBK Bank in Keenesburg. Simply go to the
front counter and say you want to make a payment to Morgan County REA.
Consumer-members can also sign up for SmartHub, MCREA’s self-service customer
portal, where bills can be received and paid online or from a mobile device. Through a
SmartHub account, consumer-members can view usage and report an outage, making
it an incredibly valuable resource. The SmartHub app is available for Apple and Android
devices and can also be accessed through mcrea.org/billing-payment-information.
Consumer-members have the option to pay their bill by phone as well, using
MCREA’s automated, secure toll-free phone service by calling 877-495-6487. They can
also take advantage of our automatic withdrawal (ACH) service for quick, easy and
secure payments.
MCREA’s billing department is always available to answer any questions and assist
our consumer-members in setting up these payment methods for their accounts. Please
call the MCREA office for more information.
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MCREA YOUTH PROGRAMS:
Apply for Youth Tour & Youth Camp Today

M

organ County REA is proud to
offer students in its service area
the opportunity to attend two
different youth programs in summer 2022.
Applications for both programs are open
to current sophomore, junior and senior
students whose parents or grandparents are
MCREA consumer-members.
The 2022 Washington D.C. Youth Tour is
set to take place June 12-19 in Washington,
D.C. Students from all over the United States,
sponsored by their local electric cooperatives,
converge to tour the exciting sites around
the capital as well as meet with industry and
government officials. Approximately 2,000
students attend the event annually. Before
departing for home, a full day is spent on
Capitol Hill meeting with the Colorado
congressional delegation, even eating lunch
in the cafeteria with congressional staffers.
In addition, the students are introduced to
issues faced by rural electric cooperatives at
the state and national level.
The 2022 Youth Leadership Camp
will also take place next summer in

Clark, Colorado, just north of
Steamboat Springs. (Pat Jakel
acct. #xxx3200) Here students
will have the chance to learn
about electric cooperatives, tour
a generation facility, learn about
government, and build on their
communication and leadership
skills. Electric cooperatives from
Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma and
Wyoming all participate in the
camp, making it a great opportunity to meet new people. Next year’s
camp is set to take place July 16-21.
Applications for both programs
must be received at MCREA headquarters by 4:30 p.m. on Friday,
December 17. Applications can
be picked up at MCREA’s office
or downloaded from mcrea.org/
colorado-youth-tour. One application
can be submitted for both programs. The
most qualified applicant will be selected
to represent MCREA at the Washington
D.C. Youth Tour. The next most qualified

applicant will represent MCREA at Youth
Leadership Camp. Please call the MCREA
member services department at 970-8675688 for more information.

Win $25 Off Your Electric Bill
Each month Morgan County REA gives two lucky consumermembers a chance at a $25 credit on their electric bill, just by
reading Colorado Country Life.
Sorry, Kathy Wecher (acct. #xxx2300) and NOCO Equipment
Co. LLC (acct. #xxx7500). Your names were hidden in the
September issue of Colorado Country Life but you did not
call to receive your $25 credit. There are two more MCREA
consumer-member names and their account numbers hidden
somewhere in this issue. If you find your name and account
number, call MCREA member services at 970-867-5688 by
November 30 to claim a $25 credit on your bill.
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OPERATING YOUR GENERATOR SAFELY

W

hen the electricity goes out, generators can help you
get through until power is restored. However, before
ever starting a generator, it is vital that you educate
yourself on how to use one safely.
There are two types of generators for homeowners to choose
from: standby and portable. Standby generators are installed directly
to the house and are typically powered by natural gas or propane.
These generators start automatically when the power goes out.
A portable generator is usually gas powered, is movable and
should always be operated outdoors. You can power appliances
by plugging them into it. Your generator should have more output
than the wattage of the electronics you will plug into it. This way,
the generator can create the extra electricity it takes for the initial
startup current. Make sure there is nothing plugged into the generator when turning it on.

canopy-like structure and on a dry surface where water cannot form
puddles or drain under it.
Carbon monoxide fumes emitted by the gasoline engine on the
generator can be deadly. Always operate your portable generator
outdoors at least 20 feet from your home.
If you are not careful with the installation of a portable or
standby generator, you can put the lives of others in danger away
from your home because of backfeed, a situation where a generator is feeding electricity back through your electrical system and
meter into the power lines. To prevent backfeed, standby generators should have a transfer safety switch installed by a professional.
Portable generators should never be plugged directly into a home
outlet or electrical system; use an extension cord to plug appliances
into an outlet on the generator for power.
It is recommended that a generator be operated once a month

When you refuel a generator, make sure the engine is cool to
prevent a fire, should the tank overflow. Be sure to keep children
and pets away from the generator, which could burn them.
Generators pose electrical risks, especially when operated in
wet conditions. Use a generator only when necessary during moist
conditions. Protect the generator by operating it under an open,

for 10 minutes to ensure it is running properly. Store a standby
generator in an easily accessible, weatherproof area. Have enough
fuel for at least 24 hours in case of a power outage.
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For more electrical safety information, visit SafeElectricity.org.

